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CHEMICALS AND THE PHENOMENON OF PSEUDOMUTAGENESIS
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The prognosis of mutagenic and carcinogenic action of environmental factors is based on
linear extrapolation of dose-effect curves and on the assumption of additivity of effects.
However, the data is available on anomalous effects at low radiation doses, on cases of
considerable synergism or antagonism between certain mutagens, on existence of
chemicals with strongly nonlinear concentration-effect dependence. Our aim is to draw
attention to some of these questions.

We have studied cytogenetic effect of the cell metabolic inhibitors using seedlings of
Crepis capillaris and human lymphocytes as test systems. Large number of inhibitors and
vast experimental material allowed us to notice very specific regularities which appeared
to be general for all the chemicals tested. These results can be explained based on the
assumption that all the used chemicals increased aberration frequency as compared to
control level by inhibition of repair of spontaneous genetic lesions. Therefore the
observed chromosome mutations merely represent unrepaired spontaneous injuries. Such
chemicals or factors were called by N.V. Luchnik (1978) "pseudomutagens" because
they do not produce clastogenic effect, but enhance aberration level. All the chemicals
tested (aminopterin, 5-Fluorodeoxyuridine, hydroxyurea, thymidine, caffeine,
cycloheximid, actinomycin D, I - 3 - D - arabinofuranosylcytosine, aphidicolin) revealed
the following specific regularities: a) increase of aberration frequency above control
level; b) independence of the induced mutation frequency with dose (concentration) of
the inhibitors in a rather wide concentration range; c) similarity of the induced aberration
"spectrum" to the "spectrum" of spontaneous aberrations, d) independence of aberration
quantity and quality on the cell cycle stage; e) the same effect of different chemicals on
the same organism; f) the absence of additivity between two such factors applied for
combined treatment; g) combined treatment with "true" mutagens may produce
synergistic effect because pseudomutagens inhibit not only the repair of spontaneous
lesions but also that of radiation induced damage. It is evident that a number of chemicals
regarded at present as weak mutagens are in fact pseudomutagens. This phenomenon
should be considered in estimation of damaging effects of environmental pollutants
because of the possibility of potentiating of effect of true mutagens by pscudomutagens.
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